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= /\ = /\ = Begin Mission = /\ = /\ =
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$::Eases the Work Bee into position to repair another section of the hull.::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::Jenni rushes over to the Engineering Officer with a concerned expression on her face:: G'ral: What's the prognosis?
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Monitors things in the corridor until Security has interviewed everyone and things are all cleaned up, making sure no evidence is tampered with and nobody leaves before giving a statement::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::gets lead into the back room of the bar, hearing the door sealed shut behind him, feeling the moment grow very tense::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Launches into a lengthy diatribe regarding why involving the Atronachs may not be the best option ::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: It's too bad I was never very good at piloting. Both of us could be flying Work Bees and getting twice the work done.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::Jenni takes a vial of Morathial and places it into the Hypospray. She injects her patient with it in hopes of calming her system:: G'ral: This should cause her body to stabilize for the short term. We need to find out what is causing this.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
::continues to question the passersby on recent events, while other officers begin to pull people aside in more detail::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<MedTech G'ral> ::He cannot help but look a bit confused as he examines the results:: MO: Her blood pressure is still falling... heart rate is speeding up... This doesn't make sense, Doctor.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Well, maybe once we get the ship back into shape, I can teach you a few things on the helm in a holodeck program I designed for practice.

@ACTION: Mid-explanation, Sharikahr's first officer gasps in pain and briefly doubles over.
#ACTION: Kizlev finds himself in small room, dimly lit and badly smelling. Four people are collected there, two of them carry Klingon Pain Sticks with them.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She takes in a deep breath as she examines her readings:: G'ral: She must be bleeding out from somewhere. We need to find out from where. Please, let's work quickly.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: That would be excellent sir. I would love to learn as many things as I can, so I'm as irreplaceable as you.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Pauses ::  XO: Commander?  :: Jumps from his chair, basic medical training coming to mind, he checks her breathing and pulse::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::looks at the Arcadia Freedom members around him, eyeing their pain sticks:: AF Group: This must be the initiation, eh?
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
All: Alright, no one's leaving the ship until we figure all this out. Return to your quarters. Go anywhere else, and I've got a brig cell with your name on it.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Well, if you knew everything I did, I wouldn't be irreplaceable because you'd be around. ::Smiles.:: But, the more of us Swiss army knives there are, the better for the ship.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse Handson> MO: Should we inject her with something with the intent of stopping the bleeding, Doctor?

ACTION: Mcniel flat lines.

Host Enrico says:
#<Thug_Panendiaz>::smiles:: Kizlev: Oh no, no initiation or things like that. We are just normal people, not secret conspirers, isn't that true boys?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She inclines her head in agreement:: Handson: 20 cc of hypercoagulin. Now. Please.

#ACTION: the guys in the room nods and look amused.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: His XO still has strong bio signs, so he questions her where it hurts... and learns why ::  XO: Stay calm.  :: Taps his commbadge and opens a channel to the San Sebastian ::  *SS*: Medical alert, Commander Arinoch.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse Handson> MO: Aye, Doctor. ::She does as told::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: You make a valid point sir. It will make the crew interchangeable when in need of the proficiency in certain fields.
Host Enrico says:
#<Panendiaz>Kizlev: However we have a mission for you, to prove your worth ::hands  Kizlev a small briefcase:: And you may need this for carrying it out.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<MedTech G'ral> MO: Bio scanner can't find the source, Doctor.

@ACTION: San Sebastian repositions herself to be in transporter range, and within a minute, commander Arinoch dematerializes.

OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Now you are getting the idea Naag. I just wouldn't recommend everyone go through the interesting routes I did to acquire my skills.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Stands from his kneeling position ::  *SS*: Keep me posted on her condition.  Savar out.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
G'ral: The source isn't external. If we can't find the source soon, we may be forced to go in manually. ::She truly hopes that she is not required to do that::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: I'm not sure what you mean sir. Didn't you cross train?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She whispers to herself:: Self: Come on McNeil. Pull yourself together. Show me where it hurts...

ACTION: On a biobed across the medical ward, Sharikahr's first officer materializes. Pain is more than evident whether one is examining her or not. A medical technician announces, "We we've got a pregnant woman in labor. She's just in third trimester. Get this woman stabilized!"

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Decides it should be best to alert her husband quickly ::  *CTO*: Lieutenant Arinoch?  Commander Arinoch is in pain, and has been transported to the San Sebastian.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::looks at the briefcase:: Panendiaz: What is this?
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Well for starters, I became a doctor prior to joining Starfleet. Prior to that I did some piloting on freighters. As for my engineering experience, well, it was a result of a mind meld gone bad.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*MO*: Hembrook to Selar, did you need a hand treating those casualties? I'm available if you need any extra help.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She shifts her gaze to the Biobed where the pregnant woman has materialized:: T'Vel: Get Doctor Frelkinson down here now. This is his area of expertise.
Host Enrico says:
#<Panendiaz>::has a very mean gleam in his eyes:: Kizlev: We have to trust each other son, please open it.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She taps her Commbadge:: *CEO*: I think we have the situation under control at the moment. ::She continues to work on McNeil:: *CEO*: However, Commander Cartwright was trying to discover how an Engineering Officer McNeil got injured. Maybe you could investigate?

ACTION: As people begin to clear out from the chief engineer's section, a security officer moves to the side and prepares to leave. Behind where he stands, a figure lay unmoving against the bulkhead.

OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: Mind meld gone bad, sir?
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::glares at Panendiaz for a second, then lays the case on the table, flips the electronic latches, and opens it::
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<CTO_Lt_Arinoch> %::sitting in his temporary office, and throws down a PADD as the message comes in:: *CO*: Acknowledged, captain. I'm on my way over.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*MO*: Where was the person injured? ::moves over to look at the unmoving person::

#ACTION: The briefcase opens to reveal three spray cans full of bright orange paint.

CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Checks the woman to see what her vital signs are, noticing it is the news reporter from earlier::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Doctor Frelkinson> ::He walks into the Sickbay aboard the San Sebastian with a look of content on his face:: All: A new day, a new life. ::He smiles as he walks over to the XO::
Host Enrico says:
#<Panendiaz>::laughs together with the other people in the room:: Kizlev: Your first job as a member of the movement is to spread our ideas around. Three cans to graffiti as much buildings as you can should suffice. ::grins::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Yes that is correct. At one time, we had a Chief Engineer by the name Stidd. Well, to make a long story short, he performed a Mind meld with me. I got stuck in his mind for a few months. During that time, I had access to all of his memories and knowledge. When the link was finally severed and my mind returned to my own body, I retained every bit of knowledge from his mind.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She considers the question:: *CEO*: I recall Deck 13... but that is all I can give you right now, ma'am. I'm sorry... I have a patient here who is in need of my attention.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: That is an amazing way to learn engineering sir.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::stares at the spray cans, and looks up and arches a bushy white eyebrow at Panendiaz:: Panendiaz: Vandalism? That's it? Do I look like an adolescent to you?
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: What happened to this one? She was taking pictures and pestering me not 5 minutes ago. She wasn't one of the casualties in the incident, she was a reporter.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<MedTech G'ral> MO: Her lung! Doctor! It seems that her rib may have punctured it.
$Info: The dockyard signals the fleet, now that much of the structural repair is complete. They advise that emergency crews have begun to enter Sharikahr to begin preliminary assessment of the internal damage.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She looks over at G'ral:: G'ral: May have? I need better than a may have G'ral. ::She moves over to his location and examines the readings:: G'ral: Yes, you are correct.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: I wouldn't go through it again. It was hard enough having my mind trapped in my own body by the Borg at one time. Imagine how frustrating it would be to be stuck in someone else's mind.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
::moves to stand next to the chief engineer, examining the body... he motions to one of his men to turn her over::
Host Enrico says:
#<Panendiaz> Kizlev: Well I do not know you buddy. You want to be part of the movement you start from the lowest rung like anyone else. Do you mean you do not want to work with us anymore?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
Handson: Nurse, please gather some cellular micro sutures. We need to close that wound, while repairing the rib at the same time.

ACTION: As the body turns over, blood begins to quickly pool. It doesn't take much investigation to track the source to a very deep, but very small, shoulder wound.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse Handson> MO: Right away, Doctor.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: I guess I can see your point. I never knew you were assimilated though.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: This day just keeps getting better and better... ::rolls her eyes::
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<CTO_Lt_Arinoch> ::strides quickly into sickbay, and without so much as announcing his presence, walks right over to where his wife is being worked on::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Well it isn't something I advertise. I almost killed my wife during that incident. I was lucky that they were able to reverse the assimilation before it was too late.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
G'ral: Please have McNeil prepped for surgery. You have one minute. ::She moves off quickly to gather the additional supplies she requires::
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
CEO: Didn't think folks still used projectile weapons. ::kneels to examine the wound more closely:: Whatcha make of it?
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#Panendiaz: You can find children to do this job. If this is all your movement stands for, then you don't need someone like me. ::turns and heads for the door::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag>: OPS: I can see how you wouldn't want to advertise. Its hard enough to build trust with knew crewmembers. Especially being Ferengi.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Examines the body, using both her Tactical/Security and Medical training to assess the wound and the scene::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
<add OPS:>
Host Enrico says:
#<Panendiaz> Kizlev: If a  man cannot do a kid's job how can we trust you to do a men's job? You want to go please do. But know any other door is going to be barred for you from now on.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She returns to the Biobed where McNeil currently resides:: Computer: Place a quarantine field around Biobed 3. Only myself, MedTech G'ral, and Nurse Handson may enter or leave this location. Please use our DNA markers as reference.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Cheer up Naag. You seem to be fitting in well. It’s just going to take some time for other races that have been with Starfleet a long time to accept that not all Ferengi fit the stereotype that has been given to them.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: Well, since nobody heard a shot it was either a silenced weapon, or something like a magnetic accelerator gun.... still... we kept the area sealed off and nobody left....
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Doctor Frelkinson> ::He examines the Commander quite contently:: T'Vel: Contractions are three minutes apart. Please provide the patient with a mild pain reliever.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
CEO: And now our shooter's got free run of the bloody ship.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: I give my duties my all every day to prove myself to them, sir.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: Could be worse, they could be loose in the fleet or on the planet.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She takes the laser scalpel from the medical tray and begins to make the first incision::

ACTION: Some of the victim's blood comes out with a slight hint of discoloration to it.

CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::uses a tricorder to check the substance coming out of the wound::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::turns and looks at them:: Panendiaz: There are more ways than this to prove one's worth. You want to wage war? You can do a lot better than this. ::opens the door and heads out::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Naag, the only person you should feel you should have to prove yourself to, is your senior officer and Captain. You've already proven yourself to me, and the Captain values you my judgment when it comes to my team.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse T'Vel> ::She administers the mild pain reliever as ordered::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::After several minutes, Jenni is able to see the rib lodged into its new home. She cannot help but feel a sense of urgency. She wanted to save her life::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: That is good to know sir. I am honored to know you think so highly of me.

#ACTION: Kizlev reenters the bar, and finds that a little more people are coming to eat here during their lunch break.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse Handson> MO: Doctor, I believe you should be able to withdraw the rib with a bit of care. According to these readings, it is not extremely deep.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Just don't let it become an excuse to not continue giving your duties everything you have.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: Well, there's good and bad news. The tricorder doesn't know what it is, but from the chemical composition it looks like a neurotoxin. So it looks like it may have been a needle gun. Good news is now you can use the internal sensors to scan for this substance and track down the weapon and possibly the shooter. ::shows him the scan::
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::mumbles:: Self: Looks like this is going to take a lot longer than I thought. ::heads for the front doors::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She nods to the Nurse as she considers the options:: Handson: Please keep a careful eye on the readings. I want to know the extent of the damage to the lung prior to closing the wound. ::She begins the process::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: Tell your folks to be careful, this stuff is strong. This wasn't even close to a fatal wound, it was the toxin that killed her.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
::eyes the scan results, and gives his best impression of a deer in the headlights:: CEO: This is a little out of my league, commander. They don't pay me for this kind of warfare.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Doctor Frelkinson> Self: Ah, we have two in there. Twins are such joys. And terrors. I guess it depends on how you look at things.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: I won't let you down sir.

ACTION: First officer's contractions begin to come slightly less frequently.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::After having removed the rib from its invasive home, Jenni begins to repair the lung using cellular micro sutures::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: I feel your pain, chief. I'd do a lockdown of the ship and sweep it section by section if you have too, but you might get lucky and find the weapon by scanning for the toxin. I'd hurry though, in case the perp tries to dispose of the weapon somehow.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<CTO_Lt_Arinoch> ::continues to watch the various medical personnel working on Millicent, feeling very much like a third wheel::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse T'Vel> Frelkinson: An illogical assessment of the situation, Doctor. Contractions are now less frequent by 1.35 minutes.

$ACTION: One of the work bees suddenly lets go of the piece of plating it was carrying, and veers off course. A distress signal can be detected.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Doctor Frelkinson> T'Vel: Logic isn't the most important thing in life. ::He chuckles:: T'Vel: And that is very good news.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#steps out back into the rain, a bit lighter than it was before, pulling his hood over his head and goes out back towards the dark alley from which he came:: Self: Pathetic...graffiti. I should have started with McKay first.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: I know you won't, Naag. By the way, how are you getting along with the rest of the Operations team? Is Salan and Tucker treating you good?
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
::nods, and produces what appears to be a small, hand-held communication device... he activates it, and contacts the bridge::

ACTION: Aboard the San Sebastian, a security alarm sounds off.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She completes the process and examines her work quite carefully before placing the rib back into its proper setting.:: Handson: Osteo-Regenerator. We need to ensure that the rib is in place completely.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Self: What the hell is it now? ::looks around::

@ACTION: Sensors alert Sharikahr's commander to the fact San Sebastian has raised shields.

MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse Handson> ::She quickly leaves the quarantine area to retrieve the device::

#ACTION: The weather on the planet seems to be getting worse..with large bursts of wind freezing the ground and chilling the bones.

CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: Personally I would have gone with the silent alert and not tipped the perp off, but maybe that's just me. ::smirks::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: Salan and I get along fine, though I'm not sure he and Tucker do. I think Salan dislikes him because he is Cardassian. Tucker and I get along well though.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Looks up from the sensor readings towards the tactical console, checking the alert, then scans the area for any possible external cause ::  COM: SS: San Sebastian, status?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She ignores the alarms. However, Jenni cannot help but wonder if the alarms meant she was going to see even more patients. At that moment, Handson returned with the device:: Handson: Thank you, Nurse. ::She began to utilize the osteo-regenerator on the rib::
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
CEO: I'd be inclined to agree. Unfortunately, Cap’n didn't stick me on the bridge.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: Right... so... need any more help from me?
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<SS_OPS> COM: CO: Alert status ordered as a direct response to a direct threat to security, captain.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::Jenni completes the process and begins to close McNeil back up in order to return her to, hopefully, a healthier status::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Curious ::  COM: SS: Define this threat.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::stops in the alley, and feels the gust sweep over him, nostalgic of Andoria's surface, putting a bit of a smile in his face, thinking of what his next move should be::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$::Sighs.:: OPS Naag: I was afraid Tucker would run into some harsh feelings because of being Cardassian. A lot of people still think the Dominion War isn't over in their minds. There is a lot of friction there. I just wish they would take the time to get to know Carl. Then maybe they wouldn't look down on him.

ACTION: Serena's vitals stabilize, then slowly improve.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Prepares to order the Minerva to respond ::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
G'ral: Continue to monitor Ms McNeil. I want a complete bio-scan on her yet again. Contact me if there is any degradation in her condition. ::She exits the quarantined area and makes her way over to the XO of the Sharikahr::
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<SS Duty Officer> COM: CO: At least one death, potentially related to a political... incident.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: Not many take the time to talk to Carl. So they don't realize he was adopted by Humans.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
Info: The XO has stabilized considerably, her contractions now all but gone.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
Frelkinson: How is she doing, Doctor? ::She notices a male Starfleet Officer in a golden tunic standing there:: CTO: Are you the husband, sir?
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@COM: Minerva: Commander Prisca, a situation has broken out on the San Sebastian.  Alert security personnel to respond.  :: Patches the two communications channels together ::  COM: SS: Have you been boarded?  Are the attackers still on board?
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<CTO_Lt_Arinoch> MO: I am. ::nods, once::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Doctor Frelkinson> MO: Have a look for yourself, Doctor. All things considered, she looks quite better than she did a few minutes ago.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<<SS Duty Officer>>COM: CO: Unable to confirm at this time, captain. The attack was carried out while that section was sealed off due to another, hopefully unrelated event.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She inclines her head in response to both of the men:: CTO: It is a pleasure to meet you. ::She examines the readings:: CTO: I am Doctor Selar. It looks as if your wife went into premature labor. At this point in time, her contractions have ceased. ::She smiles::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: Should it matter who raised him? I wouldn't care if he were raised on Cardassia. He's a good Junior officer. He'll make a fine Senior officer one day, just like the rest of my team.

#Info: Aside from the occasional person heading for the bar, the outside area around the bar is completely vacant.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Silently wonders what kind of low-rate team is in charge of the San Sebastian ::
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: Sir...... What makes you believe in all of us so much?
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
Frelkinson: Thank you for coming in so promptly, Doctor. I know you were attempting to get some sleep after quite a long shift. ::She places a hand on his shoulder:: Frelkinson: Go on and get some more. I'll have you hailed if we need your services again.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<USS_Minerva> COM: CO: Captain, our sensors detect no transporter signatures other than your own. And the only shuttle to have left the San Sebastian in the last 24 hours was that of Commander So’tsoh.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: The truth is, I handpicked all three of you for one reason and one reason only. The three of you all believe you have something to prove.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: What do you mean sir?
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
::signals sickbay to prepare to receive the body:: CEO: The med folks are gonna wanna see this. And I'm gonna wanna get some sleep... bloody hell.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse Handson> MO: Doctor, it seems that we are going to be sent a body. I have prepped Biobed 1.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
Mayweather: Let me know if you need any more advice, I'll be here the rest of the day on leave before I have to get back to work fixing my ship.
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: For one, you are Ferengi and think you have to prove yourself because you are Ferengi. The same applies to Carl Tucker. He's Cardassian by birth and he likely feels he has to prove himself. As for Salan, his file is something that plagues him. He wants so bad to be a senior officer again and this is likely his last shot at getting there.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Doctor Frelkinson> MO: Seeing that you have your hands full, yes, I think I will take you up on your offer. ::He makes his way out of Sickbay for the time being::

ACTION: The body of the once news reporter appears on the indicated biobed.

Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@COM: Minerva: The person may have been there for some time.  Get a security detail there immediately to investigate and respond.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She watches Frelkinson depart with a smile on her face. Jenni inclines her head as she makes her way over to Biobed One. She raises an eyebrow as she examines her:: Handson: I would like to know who this gentleman is please.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
<USS_Minerva> COM: CO: Acknowledged, captain. Security is en route.

#ACTION: A passerby looks at Kizlev with disgust before entering the bar, then she disappears in the shelter of the club.

CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
::Goes into her quarters and secures the hatch before sending a communication to the CO:: *CO*: Captain Savar, can I trouble you a moment?
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: When you explain it that way, I can't say I can argue your logic. You have 3 Junior officers ready to give it all they've got to not let you down.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She requests the name of the contact before tapping her Commbadge:: *SEC*: Sickbay to Mister Mayweather.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Signs off with the Minerva and San Sebastian first ::  *CEO*: Commander?
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CO*: We need to go to a secure channel Sir, this data is sensitive and not for general consumption.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
:::turns to leave, scratching at his head with the communication comes in...:: *MO*: Go ahead.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#::grins at the passing woman, having had a few of those looks from females before, but he continues to look on further down the street, not the type to be stalking women::
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
<Nurse Handson> ::She discovers the identity of the woman:: MO: When you have a moment, Doctor, I have discovered who our Jane Doe is.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
*SEC*: Mister Mayweather, may I ask where this woman was found and what happened to her?
OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$OPS Naag: A bonus for the three of you is, I want to see you succeed more than you guys could know. Who knows, maybe one day, the three of you will be my Senior staff on my own ship.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She nods toward Handson and mouths "in a minute"::
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@:: Ties the ship's encryption procedures into their channel ::  *CEO*: Go ahead.

#ACTION: In the distance, he can hear what sounds like a form of demonstration. Very vaguely, words can be made out... "freedom"... "liberate"... "no more"... it seems dependent on the way the wind happens to be blowing.

OPS_Lt_Cartwright says:
$<OPS Naag> OPS: It would be an honor sir.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
*MO*: Subsequent incident to the political stir-up of earlier, doctor. ::heads for a turbo lift as he talks:: She was found at the scene.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
::She cannot help but sigh yet again:: *Mayweather*: Understood. I will need a full report on the incident as soon as possible, please.
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CO*: Captain, we just had an incident over here where a political fight broke out and someone was badly injured, but that isn't the worst. Afterwards someone shot a news reporter with a projectile weapon using a neurotoxin component. I gave some advice to the local Security troops and helped get things under control at the scene.
Host Sec_Mayweather says:
*MO*: I'm on my way there now.
MO_LtJG_Selar says:
*Mayweather*: Fantastic. Thank you for all of your help in this matter. Selar out.
Host CO_Captain_Savar says:
@*CEO*: A team from the Minerva should be on their way as well.  Thank you for the report.
CIV_Capt_Kizlev says:
#Self: The sounds of revolution. That's what I like to hear... ::follows his ears and antennae towards the voices in the distance::
CEO_Cmdr_Hembrook says:
*CO*: No problem Sir, thought you should know. Hembrook out.
= /\ = /\ = End Mission = /\ = /\ =
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